
CEAT launches Steel Rad tyres for High Powered 

Motorcycles in two variants - SPORTRAD and 

CROSSRAD  

• New Steel Radial Motorcycle tyres will offer new levels of handling and grip on all terrains 

• Signs up Geoffrey Emmanuel as its first brand ambassador in racing as CEAT forays into the 

world of motorsports 

  

Mumbai, India – 15 January, 2024: 

CEAT, a leading tyre manufacturer, has taken the performance of its two-wheeler tyre range to a 

higher level with a new range of steel radial tyres, SPORTRAD and CROSSRAD. This premium range of 

steel radial tyres is specially crafted to unleash the full potential of high performance motorcycles. 

The SPORTRAD series is designed for high speed and cornering; while the CROSSRAD is a multi 

terrain high grip tyre. 

Steel Rad tyres feature a steel-belted radial construction, providing superior handling at high speeds.  

The SPORTRAD platform is equipped with equidistant midcrown grooves for enhanced cornering 

stability, and a silica-blended tread compound for a perfect balance of stiffness. These tyres deliver a 

sporty performance that exceeds expectations. Incorporating advanced features like slick shoulders 

for extreme lean angles, an optimized groove design for superior wet grip and cornering stability, 

and a maximized slick area at the crown for stability at speeds up to 270 kmph, the SPORTRAD series 

ensures an unparalleled riding experience. 

The CROSSRAD platform features an asymmetrical block tread design and transversal grooves placed 

along the circumference of the tyre which combine to provide superior grip in gravel/mud and other 

off-road terrains. Additionally, the interconnected shoulder blocks offer a wider contact area for an 

enhanced cornering grip. With the uniquely shaped centre blocks and a steel-belted radial 

construction, the CROSSRAD series offers a much superior handling experience for offroad 

enthusiasts.  

Mr. Arnab Banerjee, MD & CEO, CEAT , commented, “Steel Rad series is a testament to CEAT's 

commitment to innovation and quality. With the Steel Rad series, we are introducing a new era of 

motorcycle tyres that combine cutting-edge technology with a passion for performance. We 

understand the unique needs of riders with high-performance bikes, and these tyres are designed to 

meet and exceed their expectations. From extreme lean angles to high-speed stability, every aspect 

has been meticulously crafted to enhance the riding experience." 

Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan B., Chief Marketing Officer, CEAT,  said, "At CEAT, we understand the 
passion for precision performance. This is our answer to riders who demand the best from their 
machines. These tyres are about delivering tangible results on the road. The steel radial construction 
offers rock-solid stability and responsive handling. Whether it’s for track days, weekend getaways, or 
your daily commute, these tyres ensure  performance and unparalleled reliability on the road." 



 

CEAT Steel Rad tyres are meticulously designed for the performance segment of motorcycles. The 

road-biased SPORTRAD platform, with an 80:20 on-off road bias, will be initially launched in two 

sizes: 110/70ZR17 and 150/60ZR17. The CROSSRAD platform, with a 60/40 ON-OFF split, currently 

offers one size - 140/60R17. 

CEAT invites riders, enthusiasts, and industry professionals to explore the Steel Rad series, now 

available at authorized CEAT dealerships across India. 

Brand Ambassador Announcement: 

In a monumental move into the world of motorsports, CEAT proudly announces Geoffrey Emmanuel 

as its first brand ambassador in racing. Geoffrey, the first Indian rider to compete in the FIM Junior 

World Championship riding in MOTO3, is working towards participating in the MotoGP World 

Championship starting from India MotoGP Bharat in September 2024. His journey signifies CEAT's 

commitment to supporting and endorsing exceptional talent in the world of motorcycle racing. 

  

About CEAT Ltd (www.ceat.com): 

CEAT, the flagship company of RPG Enterprises, was established in 1958. Today, CEAT is one of India’s 

leading tyre manufacturers and has a strong presence in global markets. CEAT produces more than 41 

million high-performance tyres, catering to various segments like 2-3 Wheelers, Passenger and Utility 

Vehicles, Commercial Vehicles and Off-Highway Vehicles. 

  

About RPG Group (www.rpggroup.com): 

RPG Group, established in 1979, is one of India’s fastest-growing business groups with a turnover of 

US$ 4.4 Billion. The group has diverse business interests in the areas of Infrastructure, Tyres, 

Pharma, IT and Specialty as well as in emerging innovation-led technology businesses. 
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